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SATURDAY 17TH JUNE 2017 – CONFERENCE

On a Saturday, 17th June, the Cotswold Tree Warden Group Conference 2017 was held at
Miserden. Chairman, Mike Hartnell, introduced Nicholas Wills, who welcomed us to his Estate and
gave this introduction:
"It is a great pleasure to welcome you all to Miserden on such a beautiful sunny day. To give you
an overview of our forestry enterprise here at Miserden; the estate consists of approximately 850
acres of broadleaved forestry, with softwood making up only 10%. For management purposes this
is divided into three blocks which are then thinned on a 9-12 year rotation, this allows light through
the canopy and promotes natural regeneration. This is a very interesting time for forestry,
especially at Miserden, which will shape our future approach to woodland management. Firstly, a
lot of our woodland was planted after the second World War as it was cut down to support the war
effort. This means that a lot of the trees are reaching maturity with many compartments moving
towards their final thinning. Saw mills don’t like to deal with huge trees and this needs to be
balanced with maintaining the wooded environment at Miserden. The second challenge is Chalara
Fraxinea (Ash Dieback), which has taken hold at Miserden a lot faster than I imagined and I think
this will be particularly evident next spring. The solution might be a selective fell, like we have done
at Bullbanks and then plant tress underneath. Finally, with our new 720kW biomass system now up

and running which heats and provides hot water for the whole village of Miserden, this has
changed our view of forestry to a slightly more commercial outlook. So we are looking to plant
areas with Alder and softwoods to improve our future timber security for the biomass system. I
hope you enjoy your visit."
------------------Mike Hartnell then gave a brief update on Ash Dieback with some of the information being taken
from the Tree Council and Forestry Commission.












The ecological significance of our Native Ash trees - There are 1058 species, organisms
and life cycles associated with Ash woodlands.
Old Ash trees are amongst the richest to support lichen. There are 45 species of lichen that
are supported by Ash just on its main trunk.
It is well documented the Ash population in Great Britain is well over 1,725,000,000 (this is
an estimated figure for trees and saplings)
There are also 61,453 miles of hedges and lines of tree which are Ash dominated. The
estimate suggests we have 19,700,000 Ash in UK hedges.
FACT - just to maintain the current hedgerow tree population, a suggested figure of 30,000
new trees need planting each year in these areas. This level of planting would need to be
sustained for years just to give us a fighting chance of rebuilding hedgerow tree cover.
The worrying part of these facts is our main Ancient Ash tree population is dominated in
three main areas - Cumbria, Yorkshire Dales and the Cotswolds.
Non-woodland Ash numbers are estimated to be between 30-60 Million (4cm or greater
diameter at breast height) and more than 400 million seedling and saplings.
Landscape scale change - The distinct character of 40% of England will be impacted by the
loss of non-woodland Ash alone
Research in woodlands has shown that good replacements of Ash include; Alder, Aspen,
Beech, Lime, Oak, Rowan, Sycamore and Walnut. However this is partly historic and
guidance is sketchy.
Final NOTE: 99% of trees are in private ownership with the largest owner being Network
Rail.

Over the last few years during my own monitoring, major factors have come into play such as:- Until the leaf cover drops below 70% most people do not notice the decline in many trees except
the juvenile stock.
- Young Ash infected by the dieback are producing slightly oversize leaf frame to compensate the
leaf cover lost each year. We have seen Ash leaves almost double in size?
For professional guidance please go to the Forestry Commission research page, contact the Tree
Council or your local tree wardens.
(References: Michael Hartnell – MDH Forestry Services Ltd, Tree Council,
https://www.forestry.gov.uk/treediseases)

------------------Our first speaker for the day David Lewis, who is a Senior Lecturer at the Royal Agricultural
University, gave a presentation on Potentially Hazardous Trees And Risk Management.
David commenced by explaining that landowners and occupiers are obliged to take reasonable
steps to ensure that their property is safe and that there is a duty of care towards people who enter
their land. This duty of care will take into account whether any potential damage is foreseeable.
One is obliged to consider the degree of probability of damage occurring, the likely severity of
damage and the practicality of preventing it. Tree Wardens may of course come into contact with
the legislation from different directions, either as owners (personally or e.g. parish-owned trees) or
as members of the public as they fulfil their role as Tree Wardens or pursue leisure activities.

So far as trees are concerned, the implications for landowners relate to tree inspections and
suitable procedures. The siting of the trees is likely to impact on the frequency of inspection and
the level of formality involved. Trees in the middle of farmland are less likely to constitute a risk
than those near a road, public footpath or housing for instance. Where the risk is negligible, it may
be sufficient to undertake an informal inspection infrequently during the undertaking of other
activities. Otherwise the employment of professionals to formally record data on potentially
hazardous trees may be advisable. Frequency may depend on condition of the tree or trees.
Veterans, for instance, which may be likely to lose limbs and for which a potential hazard has
already been recognised, may demand more frequent observation.
David went on to outline the more common causes of tree failure. As well as the age factor, Tree
Wardens may wish to look out for instances of poor pollarding, disease, tall and weak trees, root
damage and adverse siting, such as poor or waterlogged soil.
Hazardous trees may be difficult to detect, but could show evidence of:- fungal disease and the
production of fruiting bodies; cracking of ground around the base or soil disturbance; gaps in the
crown or dieback; bulges in the bark. The most vulnerable trees are, apparently, horse chestnut,
beech, poplars and birch.
David went on to mention the ways to reduce risk and remedial action which might be taken. The
cheapest may often be to fell, but terminal of course for the tree. Pruning and/or crown reduction
allow retention of the tree. Alternatives may be possible in re-routing paths or roads, relocating
facilities or deterring access.
To highlight the importance of the subject David then gave brief details of some relevant case law.
He mentioned a document on industry guidance, "National Tree Safety Group – Common sense
risk management of trees". This and two others are free of charge and can be downloaded from
http://ntsgroup.org.uk/guidance-publications/
A walk around the estate led by Mike Hartnell and David Lewis allowed the delegates not only a
glimpse of this impressive estate, but also a chance to consider a few of the trees in terms of
potential hazards. Needless to say, with a conscientious owner and knowledgeable woodland
manager in Geoff Huggett (who was unable to be with us on the day) the risks were fortunately
very limited!
------------------After a fulsome buffet lunch our next speaker, Anna Ball, Landscape Architect and Chairman of
The Gloucestershire Gardens and Landscape Trust (GGLT), gave us an insight in to the listing of
gardens. She explained that, whilst The Town & Country Planning Act 1947, had recognised
properties in danger and the concept of listed buildings was developed, there was no such
protection for historic gardens.
In 1966 the Garden History Society was founded to promote the study of garden history and
protect historic gardens. Within 30 years it had become a statutory consultee on planning
applications for Parks & Gardens - effectively limiting the wholesale development on important
sites and the resulting loss of their history. Research within Gloucestershire was well advanced
and in 1991 GGLT was founded as a charity seeking to protect historic landscapes, parks and
gardens within the county.
Anna then gave us an insight into the detail which is entailed in listing a garden. Miserden is rated
at II*, the second highest category. Its list entry shows, "This garden or other land is registered
under the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 within the Register of Historic Parks
and Gardens by English Heritage for its special historic interest." There then follows substantial
detail of the background to the property and grounds. Many of the features from the 17th century
are still visible, though after a major fire in 1919 the house and adjacent grounds were remodelled
by Edwin Lutyens. This took place in the early years of its ownership by the Wills family, who
retain it now, just over a century later.
When GGLT are involved with properties such as this, much research is undertaken, with the lead
for it frequently being taken by Gay Chamberlayne, who we were pleased had joined us for the
day.

In the hot afternoon sunshine, Anna then led us on a tour of the listed garden. Perhaps most
impressive is the pair of long borders leading towards the side of the house. These are
thoughtfully planted with well matched plants of varying but complementary shapes, one side
backed fully by impressive shaped yew. That it can be achieved apparently by two gardeners with
only a little extra help makes one ashamed of struggling to keep up with one's own small garden!

Part of the long border at Misarden Park Gardens
The day rounded off with further refreshment and the departure of delegates who were looking
forward to future events and the 2018 Conference which will be at Broadwell.

MAY WALK - SPRING HILL ESTATE, BLOCKLEY
Having been obliged to postpone the planned
walk the previous week because of wet
conditions, we were relieved to be met with a
fine day for the re-arranged event. And it
proved very popular, with around 50 people
gathering on a sunny evening. This is one of
the estates on which Mike Hartnell advises.
Having known it for many years he was well
qualified to be our guide.
Whereas our May Walks have often been
where the gardens are the main theme, or
equal with the treescape, at Spring Hill there is
little by way of what may be thought of as
garden Treescape is prominent. You
understand this when you know that the layout
of the estate goes back as far as one Lancelot
'Capability' Brown!
Whilst not as substantial as some country
estates you are impressed by the length of the
entrance drive from the south through the
valley known as The Dingles (still further by the
one we exited on to the north). Amazingly its
extremities reach into four parishes (and two
district council areas). The house was
reputedly designed by the ubiquitous Brown in
the 1760s for the Earl of Coventry. The
grounds however were our focus this evening.

A pleasant walk round The Circle (surrounding the house), allowed us to admire the woodland
planting, plus the splendid Cedar, which seems to rise out of the centre of the house. Continuing
around to the front of the house, we proceeded down the steeply sloping ride to the front to the
remaining damned lake section of the "water feature", a "must have" in almost every Capability
Brown design. The folly up on the top horizon was readily visible from the house. To retain this
vista the avenue of trees needs periodic felling.
As on any estate, the woodland does not manage itself and Mike explained as we walked the
valley, how it is necessary to fell selectively to give young trees a chance, whilst retaining as many
mature specimens as possible. Balance is important, whether the woodland is used for leisure or
commercial purposes.
We were grateful to the owners for allowing us to "wander at will" around these hidden but
impressive grounds.

VISIT WITH RFS TO BANKS FEE, LONGBOROUGH

The focus of our attention - A rare sight of an Elm (see below)
This Saturday meeting in June was well supported with more than forty members and visitors,
including Cotswold Tree Wardens..
Mr Hugh Sloane, the owner gave us a detailed history into the background and many ownerships.
The Banks Fee house, which nestles in the south facing bank, was built more than 250 years ago.
We moved on for the morning's walk across the main park in front of the house, on the first stop
the topic of discussion was species selection within the main historic park. Mike explained, the
estate policy is to retain old trees even those that are considered to be in major decline, the main
purpose being habitat, wildlife and landscape features. An adjacent juvenile park tree was
revealed to be a 25-foot disease resistant elm tree. Numerous elms had been introduced to the
park at the owner’s request and we were fortunate to have Barrie Wellington from Elmcroft
Nurseries along who explained the history of these elms, which he supplied more than ten years
ago.

Although we don’t know what the future may bring it was nice to see an owner willing to experiment
with diversification.
Lower down in the valley, next to a spectacular mature, veteran Oak, Mike explained that over
recent years the Estate had begun mulching around the base of the older trees to encourage
natural aeration. This encourages the retention of moisture and increases the stimulation of worm
activity, all contributing to root rejuvenation. Our next stop brought on a very diverse discussion on
footpaths and owners responsibility with reference to duty of care. Mike continued to express the
need for a balance between health and safety and the aesthetics of the retained trees, especially
when they are in full view from the main house.
Beyond the main park is a wooded glade and adjacent lake. Each side of the lake are native
plantations of some 25 years age. These plantations were certainly positioned for the landscape
attributes, and now acting as an important wildlife corridor connecting two areas of existing ancient
woodland blocks. Mike did discuss the concerns of species selection especially when over 75% of
the planting was Ash nurse crop. Already, active management of restocking other species is being
carried out in the event of Ash dieback sweeping the area.
We then moved on to the furthest point of the day, climbing to the top of the hill. Once there we
looked back to enjoy the landscape in reverse. Here is the site of the new Arboretum, only
established in 2005, yet ride features and diverse ride structure have become most welcoming.
Mike did express the need to encourage woodland birds especially to act as a natural deterrent for
controlling pests such as aphids. Installing nest boxes is now a priority over the next couple of
years, striking a good balance for resident wildlife. The owner has also established more than 2
miles of traditional hedges, contributing to the wildlife corridors of the Estate.
The morning soon passed and lunch was enjoyed along with our host’s hospitality of a welcome
drink. Our chair, Anna Ball thanked our host for such a fabulous visit, which had as diverse a
subject as any Cotswold estate. Our afternoon visit was informal as we enjoyed a free roam of the
ancient woodland, well named “The Rookery” along the front drive and then we were treated to a
spectacular display of colour, shapes and smell as we entered a fabulous kept walled-in garden. A
superb day enjoyed by all.
Mike Hartnell

APRIL TALK 2017

Wednesday 5th April – Evening talk by Andrew Smith, Director, Westonbirt
Arboretum
This was an interesting evening, a joint CTWG/RFS event with illustration of the Royal Forestry
Society's Overseas Study Tour to Vermont, New England, last fall/autumn. The theme for the
evening was "What New England can teach Old England".
For the purposes of Tree and Leaf, Chloe Darling, who organised the visit, has given us an article
which describes the purpose and details of the visit.
The study tour was an opportunity to learn from New England foresters and draw parallels with the
issues that are typically top of foresters’ and woodland owners’ agendas in this country so it is
worth noting the key learning themes:
• Governance: how forestry is organised and regulated in New England, and what are the
respective roles of National, State and private forestry?
• Policy: what policy initiatives are influencing forestry practice, how does the sector influence
policy?
• Economics: what are the markets for timber and woodfuel, trends in costs and prices, the role of
grants and expected returns, including land values? What is the balance of non-market and market
considerations in forest management?
• Pests and diseases: What pests and diseases are prevalent in the area, which are threatening
forests and how are they managed?
• Climate change and species selection: How do foresters see the threat of climate change and
are any precautionary steps being taken to mitigate the threat? Are there any examples of or
trends towards a more diverse range of novel species or genetic stock? Are forests being
managed with carbon stocks in mind?
• Environment: what other environmental factors are influencing forestry practice and how is
forestry contributing to biodiversity and water management?
• Silvicultural systems: What silvicultural systems are practised, why and how successfully?
• Forestry skills: How are professional standards in private forestry managed; is forestry seen as
an attractive career choice or are there skills gaps that need to be addressed at professional or
operational level?
• Technology: how are technological advances (machinery and IT etc.) being embraced by the
forestry sector?
• Social: how are forests in New England managed for public access and what means are in place
to consult with local communities and engage them in forestry practice?
On October 6th 36 members flew into Boston Airport to start a memorable trip as the sun shone
and the colours were just amazing for almost the whole time.
Our first forestry day started from Middlebury and we were treated to a visit to the northern Green
Mountain and Finger Lake National Forest with the chief Vermont Ecologist, Diane Burbank and 3
colleagues from the regional office. A clearing was first stop where we learned about the need to
reclaim areas which were farm land to help the flora to recover. The land has had very significant
changes of use over the three centuries, old forest, clearance, new forest, clearance and now
forest again. The members were thrilled by the afforestation and the glow of colours as we walked
on the Long Trail to Lake Pleiad. Later we were told about the effects of hurricane Irene on the
locality and shown how the National Forest Service was trying to mitigate the flooding by slowing
down the flow of the river. At the same time it was improving the water quality for both humans and
riparians. A very useful experiment and if it succeeds then it could be a blue print for other rivers
that have been scoured by excessive run-off due to man’s interference. We were shown a
peregrine nesting site at Mount Horrid and then given ‘tea’ at Blueberry Hill Inn where Tony Clark
has created a wilderness area within the National forest for skiing and hiking called Moosalamoo.
Lessons on that day - the National Forest Service seeks to improve the landscape, show social
history, provide recreation, waterway protection and wildlife habitats.
Shelburne Farm was shown to us by the donors grandson, Marshall Webb, which was a treat for
us as he had a deep appreciation of all that happens there. Shelburne Farms is a charitable
education organisation. It is a 1,400 acre working farm, forest and National Historic Landmark on

the shores of Lake Champlain. As part of the programs, they operate a dairy and cheesemaking
facility, organic market garden and inn and restaurant. We viewed the maple syrup producing
section of woodland and discussed other aspects of forestry there. The impressive landscape was
designed by Frederick Law Olmsted. America’s first landscape architect. Sadly the barn housing all
the sawn timber from the estate had been burnt to the ground recently by a lightning strike but the
Horse barn was magnificent.
Lesson - the importance of educating the urban population about the good stewardship of land.
Middlebury College is heated mostly by
bio fuel from wood chips. A most
impressive boiler was shown to us by
Andy Carlo, a private forester from
Fountains America, and the heating
manager of the college. Out then to see
where the woodchip is produced. We
visited a hillside logging operation which
to our eyes was using enormous
vehicles! A very careful thinning was in
progress, despite the size of skidders,
etc.. A lorry arrived when we were there
to chip and remove hardwood chips. The
boiler did not like the branch material as
it tended to clog the system so it was
chipped from trunks not good enough for
construction or anything else. On then to
see Maple Syrup production at the
Baird’s Farm, a family concern where the
daughter is coming back to help with
production. The piping ready for tapping
the sap was full of intricacy and it was
sometimes of interest to squirrels and
chipmunks! Buckets had long since been
replaced by miles of blue and black
plastic pipes making the collection rather
less arduous although still a lot of work.
A very modern sugar house created the
syrup which was much to the liking of the
members who were keen to take it home
to their families!
Lessons - a) very good use of low grade trees for heating. b) very good use of the sugar bush trees
in the woodlands as they produce a good income every year and not just when felled.
Vermont’s Green Mountains, with their forested hills, small farms, and picturesque villages, have
not always been as beautiful and as green. By the mid - 1800s, most of Vermont’s forests had
been cut down, causing flooding and severe erosion. Vermonters faced their first environmental
crisis. One of the first to respond to this crisis was George Perkins Marsh (1801 - 1882). He was a
diplomat and travelled to the Mediterranean and saw first hand how the actions of humans had
”brought the earth to desolation almost as complete as that of the moon”. We visited the MarshBillings-Rockefeller forest at Woodstock, VT, under the stewardship of the National State Park
Service and were expertly lead by Kyle Jones and Ben Machin, through the delightful forest.
Because Rockefeller had left a hefty endowment the forest could be managed in a way to educate
the people in best practices, such as extraction using horses. This is a much kinder way to remove
timber without heavy machinery compacting the soils. There were some lovely older trees being
left to show just how well they can grow if given space. Thinning was being practiced.
Lesson - it is a very good thing to have funds to enable best practices and a real pleasure to see
the results of well managed forests.
A trip into the southern area of the Green Mountain National Forest was led by Jeff Tilley and he
was ably accompanied by Scott Wixson. In the Manchester area we were shown another cleared
area where ancient apple trees were still growing left from the old farms and they had been

released from the forest around them. We were told about the necessity of opening up areas in the
forest for the wildlife, both flora and fauna, and listened to tales about shooting bears with bows
and arrows etc which seemed alien to us. The hunting laws are very different as are the methods
of reduction of game! A discussion followed about the grazing of young trees by deer and others
animals and a stand of red oak seedlings was visited and the difficulties explained about the reestablishment of certain trees that are desirable forage in the forests.
Lessons - more to managing the National forests than extracting timber. This is done but
sympathetically in collaboration with the wildlife needs, recreation and social history.
The Grafton Inn was our base for five nights and this day we went to a local Vermont State forest
under the guidance of Tim Morton with two helpers, Sam, forester, and Robert, the State ecologist
to help with plant identification. First, climb a hill with stops to talk about different species within the
forest and pest and diseases. At the higher level an area had been cleared four or five years ago
and was now a veritable jungle of competing trees. In Britain it is so difficult to re-establish young
trees that we were amazed at the vigour of the young forest. Higher up we saw the cellar of an old
house and the area around it was mown regularly to keep the trees from encroaching. On down to
Newfane/ Townshend area to a private forest which was being logged. A huge red lorry from
Canada was there loading up while we ate our lunch sitting on the stacked timber (not the pine!)
We heard about the different sales of the trees and the prices they could expect from the young
loggers from Longview Forest Company. A yomp up the tracks wearing hard hats must have
looked amusing to anyone looking on! The forest had been cleared in what we call coups of a
couple of acres at a time and that will be left to re-establish from the seed source in the ground and
the seed trees on the edges.
Lessons - despite the volume of timber coming out of these areas the return is not great for the
woodland owner.
Off this day to Massachusetts to the Harvard Forest research centre at Petersham. There we were
welcomed by Clarisse Hart, Outreach & Development Manager for Education & Research
Programs, Harvard Forest, Harvard University. This is a department of the Faculty of Arts and
Sciences comprising of 3,750 acres of land and the Fisher Museum. Scientists, students and
collaborators at the forest explore topics ranging from conservation and environment change to
land-use history and the ways in which physical, biological and human systems interact to change
our earth. The central focus on research and education has been unchanged since the forest’s
founding in 1907. Two walks were lead by the staff to see experiments within the forest, one of
which was heating up the soil to see the reaction of the trees, and several more scientific projects.
A wonderful Museum housed 23 internationally acclaimed models (dioramas) portraying the
history, conservation and management of central New England forests. Inside that hall lectures are
given to diverse students studying land use, forest-atmosphere exchange, invasive plants, pests
and pathogens and watershed ecology.
Lessons - research is very important in the understanding of forests past, present and future.
Just over the border of New Hampshire is Walpole where we started the day looking at a Sawmill
where local trees and others from the West Coast were cut ready for many uses in the construction
industry. A big pile represented a new house! This is a privately owned company by a third
generation of Sawyers, Tina and Ken Christie, and in this instance it is the daughter who is boss.
They manage to find a sale for all the ‘waste’ products for houses and gardens. It was bought
about 3 years ago from a man who wanted to cut his own trees to use from his own local forest in
Grafton and mill them in his own sawmill. These trees were taken to Benson Wood nearby where
they were crafted into the beams for a magnificent house. The company, owned by Tedd Benson
and managed by Dennis Marcom, design and supply sustainable custom-made buildings that are
shipped all over the world. Some amazing buildings that have been created in the workshops were
shown to us in the form of a slide show; the accuracy was not only incredible but necessary for the
complex joints and curves. Laminates are used to create the long lengths and curves and all the
components for a house can be selected and incorporated in a desired house from displays in the
workshop.
A splendid custom was in operation where all the work force help create a new house for a fellow
timber framer as about 30 companions were busy making the walls for one of the employees new
house on a Saturday in their spare time. In line with its overarching environmental philosophy,

Bensonwood has accepted the Architecture 2030 Challenge, which asks the global architecture
and building community to adopt a number of targets to ensure that buildings become carbon
neutral by 2030. Bensonwood are leading the way and exceed the Energy Star standards by a
significant margin.
The highlight of a wonderfully woody day was to be welcomed in to the private home made from
the owners white pine, sawn in his own timber yard and made up to his own design in the vast
sheds of Bensonwood. This seems the pinnacle of good use of the wonderful, precious trees that
we endeavour to grow. No carbon waste at all.
Lessons - surely this is how we should be using timber to create houses, which are carbon neutral,
for everyone and reducing the effects of cement and steel and plastic making. Beautiful and useful
in every way.
Finally to see trees as they can grow given space and encouragement! We were welcomed at the
Arnold Arboretum by William Friedman, the Director and Michael Dosman, Head of Collections.
The Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University was established in 1872 as a public/private
partnership between the City of Boston and Harvard University. The aim of the centre is to achieve
excellence in scholarship and contribute to the advancement of society as an international centre
for the study of plants, while maintaining its open-access and outreach programmes. Occupying
around 281 acres, the Arboretum’s living collection of trees, shrubs and woody vines is recognised
as one of the most comprehensive and best documented in the world. Planned and designed in
collaboration with landscape architect Fredrick Law Olmsted (our 2nd on the trip) the Arnold
Arboretum is a National Historic Landmark and one of the best preserved of Olmsted’s landscapes.
We were especially shown a plant that has become extinct in the mid west in the wild, the Franklin
tree, Franklinia alatamaha. Very special, but luckily secured due to the work of enterprising
gardeners and gardens. Seeds are being collected every year from all the temperate regions of the
world especially from China and different regions of the USA and grown very carefully in the
arboretum. One of the problems is the lack of space for new specimens as the collection grows
each year.
Lessons - the importance of collecting and conserving plants as pressures grow on individual
species and also as the human pressures grow on many regions of the world. With so many pests
and diseases being transposed around the globe we need new trees that can withstand the
diseases and climate change.

Flower of the Franklinia alatamaha
Chloe Darling

COTSWOLD TREE WARDEN GROUP - FORTHCOMING EVENTS
Here are details of remaining 2017 events arranged so far:
[Please note that there is a contribution of £2 per person for each event (unless otherwise
stated) to assist towards group costs.]

Saturday 23rd September 2017 – Tree Council South West Regional Forum
We are hosting this year’s event as part of our celebration of 20 years of the Cotswold Tree
Warden Group. The base for the day is Chedworth Village Hall. Speakers will be Dr Ian Grange
(Royal Agricultural University) and Jon Stokes, of the Tree Council and will include a visit to a local
wood. Included during the day are refreshments and a buffet lunch.

Thursday 5th October 2017 - AGM and presentation
Popular speaker Guy Watson will be entertaining and challenging us this evening, when we will
also have our AGM. It is 20 years since the foundation of the Group, then under the auspices of
Cotswold District Council. A celebration cake will be accompanied by tea /coffee available from
6.30 with the presentation starting at 7 p.m.

October 2017 – Community Orchard Days
Subject once again to nature providing a crop of apples, our Community Orchard Days will be held
one weekend in October at Barton House Orchard for a ‘pick your own’ opportunity with voluntary
donations going to group funds. Watch for a date announcement.
And finally, one to note for the 2018 Calendar you probably haven't got yet!

Saturday 23rd June 2018 - Annual Conference
We are heading a little further north again this time to Broadwell. Details to follow in due course.

SUMMER AT BEAUTIFUL BATSFORD ARBORETUM
Batsford is the perfect place to escape the crowds and soak up the natural beauty of the
surrounding Cotswold countryside.
Relax and unwind in the sunshine on the lawns; follow the meandering waterways or simply
escape the heat in the cooling glades beneath the tree canopy. You’ll find a whole host of insectlife enjoying the thousands of plants in our wildflower areas and ponds and it’s a wonderful time to
see some of our rarer trees like the Californian Nutmeg, Dawn Redwood and Maidenhair Trees at
their seasonal peak.
From the stunning Pocket Handkerchief Tree blooming in May to the first hints of autumn in
September, there’s a different view every day during high summer at Batsford.
Forthcoming events at Batsford
The Jungle Book, 27th July, 6pm (doors open at 4.30/5pm)
Join Mowgli, Bagheera, Baloo & friends in this special open-air theatre production of Rudyard
Kipling's classic tale! Please bring a picnic and a blanket/low-backed chair. Tickets cost £10 for
adults, £8 for concessions/children and £30 for families (2 adults, 2 concessions). The
performance is suitable for children aged 6 years upwards (although younger children are
welcome). Gates open from 5pm. For more details, visit www.batsarb.co.uk
Learn Tai Chi in a morning, 28th July, 10am - 1pm
Join tutor and author Neil Hall in the beautiful setting of Batsford Arboretum to learn some Tai Chi
you can do at home. This short introductory course is aimed at beginners, and designed to be
suitable for over 60’s (though all adults are welcome). The course costs £28.95. Places are limited
so early booking is advisable. For more details and to book, visit www.lctkd.com/batsford
The Big Batsford Bug Hunt! 1st-31st August
Make the most of the summer weather by getting active with the kids! Find the creepy crawlies
hidden around the Arboretum and mark their locations on the map provided to win a prize! The bug
hunt costs £2.50 per child, plus Arboretum admission fee (children must be accompanied by an
adult). No need to book, just turn up and enjoy! Visit www.batsarb.co.uk for details.
Dragon and Tiger Qigong, 11th August, 10am - 1pm
Join tutor and author Neil Hall in the beautiful setting of Batsford Arboretum to learn about the
Chinese healing art of Qigong, and discover exercises you can do at home. The course costs
£28.95. Places are limited so early booking is advisable. For more details and to book, visit
www.lctkd.com/batsford
Learn the art of the Samurai, Saturday 9th September, 11am - 12pm
Come along and learn about the strikingly beautiful art of the Japanese sword, Mugai Ryu, during a
demonstration at the perfect location of the Japanese Rest House, Batsford Arboretum. Mugai Ryu
is an old, authentic martial art of the Samurai, founded in 1693. Its founder was a Buddhist monk,
and the style has a deep connection to Zen Buddhism. Simple and direct, it has a plain beauty
with a characteristic calmness and sharp attention. The demonstration itself is free to watch,
however the Arboretum entrance fee applies. No need to book – just turn up and enjoy!
Batsford Arboretum, Batsford, Nr. Moreton-in-Marsh GL56 9AD
Tel: 01386 701441
www.batsarb.co.uk

We are open every day from 10amto 5 pm
- 55 acres of breathtaking trees and wild garden - Freshly-baked food in the Garden Terrace Café - Beautiful, quality plants, gifts & garden sundries - Expert gardening advice - Unique, shabby chic interior design ideas from the Applestore - Family fun in the Cotswold Falconry Centre -

CARING ABOUT TREES
Despite our best intentions some trees just don't make it through to maturity. It doesn't have to be
neglect or mistreatment.
It was noticed that the Liriodendron planted last year (see Summer 2016 Tree & Leaf) in memory
of Jim Nunn of Poulton was struggling. As one of the last activities through his business prior to
retirement, Barrie Wellington, Elmcroft Nurseries, kindly supplied a replacement which has now
been planted in the original spot (July 2017). Hopefully this one will fare better.

GEOFF'S GARDENING CORNER
Borrowing Landscape
What is good enough for Capability Brown should be good enough for those of us with gardens of
slightly less than a few thousand acres. It never ceases to intrigue me how some of the basic
grand design principles established 300 years ago remain relevant to us today. If you have never
been to Stourhead in Wiltshire or Blenheim Palace in Oxfordshire you are missing a treat. In these
gardens you will see lakes, rivers, vistas, huge mature trees and an entire village all moved and
remodelled to make the perfect picturesque English Landscape Garden.
Did you know we have the finest example of an English Landscape Forest Garden right here in
Gloucestershire? Entry is free almost every day of the year to Cirencester Park, an incredible
Grade 1 listed example of design and forward planning. In the Park you will see some superb
examples of tree lined avenues, ancient trees and design principles such as symbolism, borrowed
landscape, focal points, tactical planting and ways to visually link the house to the garden. And
guess what? All those design principles are still relevant today and are achievable in our own more
modest corners of the English countryside!
A small forest is used as tactical planting at Stourhead. It hides a thrilling vista from view until the
very last moment when you round a bend in the path. You can achieve the same effect with just
one tree or medium sized shrub, and the vista can be a simple ornament, specimen plant or
anything that takes your fancy.
Borrowed landscape is the art of linking your garden to the bigger picture outside, by either framing
a distant view or planting trees similar to those visible outside your garden.
Cirencester Park has done this on a grand scale by making the distant Kemble Church appear to
be within the grounds of the Park as seen from Pope’s Seat.

Framing a view

Geoff Carr

TREE AND LEAF
ETC.
If you have enjoyed any of the items submitted by our guest contributors
(basically anyone other than the Editor) why not submit something yourself? It
doesn't have to be a CTWG activity - it only needs to be tree-related and have
the potential for providing interest for others
Please submit any articles to Ann Jones, either electronically to twgcotswold@yahoo.co.uk
or by post addressed to 161 Alexander Drive, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 1UQ.
Visit The Cotswold Tree Warden Group Website
http://www.cotswoldtreewardengroup.org.uk/
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